
Made to be used - easy to maintain
Boflex provides identical conditions for different generations. 
the unique Boflex patent is a guarantee of high-quality 
flooring for the athletes.

in comBination with Bona sportive products, you achieve 
the Best result for Both the users and the owner of the floor.

Boen has certified installers all over europe and the usa. 
contact us for more information. 

Boen sport delivers Boflex floors to chains of fitness 
studios in europe, e.g. sats, spenst, elixia and nautilus.
in the usa, we are a preferred supplier to gold’s gym.

“Parquet is easily maintained  – a pleasure to work on.”
Hall-inspector Karsten Pedersen (Denmark)

Time is money
“A good sporting performance is even better with good support.”
Owner Dietmar Møgenburg (Germany)

middle layer-
spruce

evazote double tongue 
and groove

moisture barrierconcrete under layer-
spruce

width 137 mm

length 2200 mm

Patented
the patented Boflex system, with built-in shock ab-
sorption in the parquet, is as well suited to children’s 
activities as it is to withstanding the weight of a 
heavy grandstand.

easy, fast and secure installation
Boflex can be installed directly on top of the exist-
ing  floor or subfloor. the subfloor must be stable,  
self-supporting and level. the maximum permitted 
deviation is 2 mm per 2 metre radius. Boen sport 
has developed special installation equipment that  
ensures the correct application of adhesive and  
effective installation of the floor.

renovation
due to its extremely low building height it is well 
suited to renovation purposes. the patented yielding 
system works very well when installed on old sports 
flooring, whether it be point or surface elastic.

environment
the product’s main components come from pure and 
renewable timber. the adhesive and lacquer, once 
hardened, are not harmful to nature. while the prod-
uct lasts for a lifetime it can be maintained in such a 
way that the wood’s natural appearance and quali-
ties are preserved.

due to its extremely low building height it is well suited to
renovation purposes. the patented yielding system works
very well when installed on old sports flooring, whether it be 
point or surface elastic. 

directly installed on a subfloor e.g. concrete.
shock absorption: 61% 

directly installed on an old point elastic covering. 
installed on a 7 + 2 mm point elastic floor. shock absorption: 60% 

directly installed on an old surface elastic floor, solid wood.
double joists, 22 mm solid wood. shock absorption: 69%
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top layer-
hardwood

can be delivered
finished or 
unfinished
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www.boensport.com



The feather feeling
to Be honest: 
Boflex doesn’t maKe you fly, But it will 
give you a soft landing
“Boflex leads to more effective training 
and prevents injury.”
Physiotherapist Ole Petter Ramfjord (Norway)

the majority of experts state that indoor sports flooring properties should be tested for shock ab-
sorption using a person weighing approximately 75 kg. while in the process of developing the Boflex 
sports floor, it was always our top priority that Boflex should work well for all user groups, including 
children. tests (carried out by the norwegian institute of Building research) show unequivocally 
that Boflex matches all of its competitors in this respect.
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Wood, for a pleasant atmosphere
if you choose a hardwood floor, you get the wood’s natural radiance in 
aeroBics studios, training studios, etc. and a pleasant atmosphere that people enJoy. 
it adds character, comfort and warmth to the studios. 
wood is a natural product that is eco-friendly
and WHicH is easy to install and maintain.  

Boen lacQuer
during the production process, 6 coats of uv-hardened lacquer are applied to the Boflex sports floor. 
we recommend a further coat of Bona sportive finish after installation.

Boflex 
can be delivered in

Energetic flexibility
Boflex is our most popular hardwood system 
for heavy-use aeroBic facilities. why? 
Because of its safety, comfort, flexiBility and performance!

“The ultimate aerobic floor!”
Managing Partner of World’s Gym, Mike McNeese

Ash

Oak

Maple 

Jatoba

Beech

 

other wood types are available upon request .

30 kg 43 kg 55 kg 70 kg


